Intense Pulsed Light (IPL)
Systems are specially
engineered for treating
unwanted hair as well
as enhancing skin texture
and tone.
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Our clinic provides you with a medical strength
Intense Pulsed Light System which uses specialised
hand pieces necessary for various treatments such as
Photorejuvenation and Hair Reduction.

How does IPL work?
IPL systems are able to achieve hair
reduction and skin rejuvenation
by emitting short pulses of intense
filtered light into the target areas.

Call us to arrange a consultation

PHOTOREJUVENATION
IPL HAIR REDUCTION

When the light is absorbed into the target
and converted into heat, it destroys the target which
results in less hair growth or removal
of blemishes and facial redness depending
on the light filters and parameters selected.
These outcomes are achieved causing
no or only minor visible skin damage,
enabling you to return to normal activities
almost immediately.

Dual Light IPL System is proudly designed
and supplied by The Aesthetic Bureau
Phone 1300 858 711
www.aestheticbureau.com.au
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Are IPL treatments safe?

Hair Reduction

Photorejuvenation

IPL removes hair by sending out high
intensity light pulses into the hair follicle,
loosening the hair and disabling the cell
responsible for new hair growth.

IPL photorejuvenation is a non-invasive
treatment which uses high intensity short
pulses of light to penetrate the affected
skin, targeting skin pigmentation and
removing redness.

IPL works best at removing hair when it’s in the active
growth phase. But not all hair in the treatment area will
be in this phase at any given time. So, we spread our
IPL treatments out over a period of time and a number
of treatments. This is to make sure that hair that isn’t
treated in one session is affected in one of the following
treatments. The way hair grows is slightly different for
everyone, so we tailor our treatment to suit you.
Prior to each hair removal treatment you will be required
to shave or trim the treatment area. However, in some
cases you may be asked not to shave or trim before the
first treatment, as the consultant may need to assess the
hair growth.
The treated hair will continue to appear for 7-20 days
post treatment. This is not new hair growth but the
treated hair being expelled from skin. For best hair
removal results, avoid waxing or plucking the hair for
four weeks prior to your treatment.

The Light energy creates heat which also firms
the skin and shrinks pores resulting in a reduction
in fine lines and wrinkles. The overall affect is an
improvement in skin tone and texture making the
skin appear more luminous, brighter and smoother.
Results are noticeable 2-3 weeks after the first
treatment, you will wonder why you waited!
Photorejuvenation usually requires around 2-4
treatments. There is some darkening of the
pigmented areas for about 10 days post treatment.

The quality of the equipment and experience
level of the operators have dramatically
increased over the last ten years. Our
operators are trained to use IPL technology
and are extremely capable of providing you
with full guidance and support through to
full recovery after the treatment.
Usually, there is some redness and a mild
sunburn sensation which may last for an
hour or more after the treatment.
Avoid sun exposure or solarium for four
weeks prior to, or two weeks after the first
or subsequent sessions. Do not self-tan for
four weeks prior to the first or subsequent
sessions.

Are IPL treatments painful?
There is a small amount of discomfort
associated with IPL and the treatment is
often described as rubber band snapping on
the skin.
The medical strength IPL system our clinic
employs has a cooling device on the hand
piece for increased comfort and safety.
Treatment is a cosmetic treatment and 		
no medical claims are expressed or implied.

